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Abstract—In aisingle-stage grid-tiediPV system, theiVoltage
Source Inverter (VSI) performs the task of MPPT along with
deliveryiof high quality powerito the grid. However, the presence
of non-linear loads gives rise to Power Quality (PQ) issues in
the distribution network. Therefore,iit is necessary to developia
suitable controlischeme for efficient functioning of theiVSI.
In this work, a Sigmoid Least MeaniFourth (SLMF) based
controlitechnique is discussed for a single-stage grid-tied PV
system. The sigmoidal based adaptive algorithms embeds the
conventional cost function into the sigmoidal framework to obtain
improved performance by exploiting the saturation character-
istics of the non-linear sigmoid function. The performanceiof
the proposed SLMF based controlischeme is simulatediin MAT-
LAB/Simulinkiunder dynamic changes in load andienvironmental
conditions and is compared with its conventional counterpart
in terms of oscillationiin weights and TotaliHarmonic Distortion
(THD) of grid current.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large powered photovoltaic (PV) installations are usualy

grid-tied [1] thereby making effective utilization of solar power

as compared to off-grid systems which need storage elements

thus increasing the cost of the overall system. In a grid-tiediPV

system, the loadidemand is first fulfilled by theiPV source

and anyiadditional load demand is metiby the grid. When the

load power demand isiless than the the available PV power,

the extra available power is injectedito the grid. In a single-

stage grid-tiediPV system, there is a single power conversion

stage (dc-ac) therby reducing the power loss as comparedito

a double-stageisystem which has two-power conversion stage

and thus more number of components (diodes and capacitors)

[2].

The connected loadsiat the Point of Common Coupling

(PCC) of a grid-tied PVisystem may be linear requiring

reactive compensation or non-linear which requires harmonic

compensation in order to keep the THD of the grid currents

within specified limits. Additionally, loads are continuously

added and removed at the PCC which cause unbalancing

of grid currents. All these factors lead to Power Quality

(PQ) issues in the whole distribution system [3]. This has

necessitated the development of efficient controlitechniques

for switching of theiVoltage Source Inverter (VSI) in order

to mitigate the harmonics of theiconnected loadsiat the PCC

along withidelivery of high qualityipower to the grid.

A number of conventional control strategies for grid-tied

systems make use of Phase Locked Loop (PLL) techniques to

obtain the frequency and phase information of grid voltage in

order to inject the grid current at same frequencyiand phase.

Some of the PLL based techniques such asisynchronous ref-

erence frame-PLL (SRF-PLL) [4], double SRF-PLL (DSRF-

PLL), decoupled DSRF-PLL [5]. However, unbalance in grid

voltage gives rise to erroneous phase information. Some ad-

vanced control techniques such as improved linear sinusoidal

tracer (ILST), self-tuning filter (STF) etc., are presented in

literature for PQiimprovement in grid-tied PV system. The

ILST and STF control schemes makes use of zeroicrossing

detectors and sample and hold techniques toiobtain the funda-

mental active components of the load current which increases

the cost and complexity of the system. Apart from the preva-

lent techniques, adaptive filtering techniques such as Least

Mean Fourth (LMF) [6], variable leaky least mean square

(VLLMS) [7], combined infinite impulse response (IIR) and

finite impulse response (FIR) filter [8] etc., are some of the

adaptive control based schemes used for grid-tied PV systems

because of its superior tracking capability during dynamic

conditions. The conventional LMS and LMF algorithmsisuffer

from convergence issue as it generates unbounded parameter

estimates for bounded input. The combined IIR and FIR filter

has delicate polynomials thatileads to stability issues since

small perturbations in co-efficients can make big changes in

the roots. In this paper, a Sigmoid Least Mean Fourth (SLMF)

based adaptive control strategy has been propsed which is

an improved variant of the conventional LMF algorthm. By

embedding the conventional cost function of the LMF algo-

rithm into the sigmoidal framework thereby exploiting the

saturation characteristics of non-linear sigmoid function, the

drifting problem of LMF algorithm is solved which leads

to improved performance. The cost function of the SLMF

algorithm is given by Huang et al. [9]. The contributionsiof

thisiwork are summarized asifollows:

• Proposed a new SLMF based controlischeme for accu-



Fig. 1. Schematic of the grid-tied PV system with SLMF control

rate estimation of fundamentalicomponents (activeiand

reactive) of nonlineariload currents even during dynamic

conditions.

• Extractioniof maximum power from PV modules and

injecting the surplus poweriat UnityiPower Factori(UPF)

to the grid even during irradiation change.

• Compensation of harmonics injected by the loads con-

nected at theiPCC whileimaintaining the gridicurrents

sinusoidal and balanced.

• Effective utilization of the VSC during night.

The paper is organizedias follows. In Section II, the pro-

posed SLMF based controller is discussed. In Section III, the

schematic layout of the PV system along with the sensed

signals and design of controller required for generation of

reference grid current is discussed. To verify the efficacy of

the proposed SLMF based control algorithm, simulationistudy

is presented in Section IV. Finally, theipaper is concluded in

Section V.

II. PROPOSED SLMF BASED CONTROLLER

The cost function of the SLMF based control strategy is

given as [9]:

J(l) =
1

α(l)
S(l) =

1

α(l)

1

1 + e−α(l)Je(l)
(1)

where, α(l) = αke
−ē(l) is the variable steepness parameter

and Je(l)=E
[
e(l)4

]
is the cost function of conventional LMF

algorithm.

ē(l) = γē(l − 1) + (1− γ)Γkemin(O(l)) (2)

where, ke is a positive parameter, 0�γ<1 is the leakage factor,

the finite-sample correction factorΓ=1.483 (1 + 5/(Nw − 1)),
Nw is the filter length, O(l)=[|e (l)| , . . . , |e (l −Nw + 1)|]T
and min(·) is the minimum operator. The weight vector is

then updated as [9]:

ϑ(l + 1) = ϑ(l) + ρΛ(l)e(l)3u(l) (3)

where, Λ(l) = S(l) (1− S(l)), can be thought of as a variable

step size which provides fast convergence or lower steady-state

misalignment and ρ is the step-size.

III. DESIGN OF CONTROLLER

Fig. 1 showsicontrol strategy for a single-stage grid-tied

PVisystem with SLMF based control. The following sig-

nals are sensed: PV voltageiand current (Vpv, Ipv), PCC line

voltage (vab, vbc), three-phase inverter currents (iia, iib, iic),
three-phase grid currentsi(iga, igb, igc) and three-phase load

currentsi(iLa, iLb, iLc). Using the weight update equation (3),

the proposed SLMF based control strategy is developed which

comprises of five distinct steps.



A. Unit Template Generation

By sensing the line voltages (vab, vbc) at the PCC, the phase

voltages (vg(a,b,c)) are evaluated as in [6]. The peak of the

amplitude of the grid terminalivoltage is then calculated as:

Vgtv =

√
2

3
(v2ga + v2gb + v2gc) (4)

The unit templates (in-phase and quadrature) are then given

as [6]:

uxa =
vga
Vgtv

; uxb =
vgb
Vgtv

; uxc =
vgc
Vgtv

(5)

⎡
⎣ uya

uyb

uyc

⎤
⎦ =

1√
3

⎡
⎣ 0 −1 1

3/2 1/2 −1/2
−3/2 1/2 −1/2

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ uxa

uxb

uxc

⎤
⎦ (6)

Improved dynamic performance in PV is achieved by adding

a feed-forward term to the control strategy given as [6]:

ϑpv(l) =
2Ppv(l)

3Vgtv
(7)

where, Ppv isithe power extractedifrom the PV.

B. Maximum Power Extraction

Maximum power from the PV is extracted using an InC

MPPT control scheme. The operating point is updated refer-

ring to [10]. A proportional-integrali(PI) controlleriregulates

Vdc such that itifollows V ∗
dc.

C. Loss Component Estimation

The erroriof the DC-link voltage isigiven as:

V e
dc(l) = V ∗

dc(l)− Vdc(l) (8)

The erroriof the DC-link voltage is fed toia PI controlleriwhich

generates the DC loss component (ϑxloss):

ϑxloss(l + 1) = ϑxloss(l) + Pdc[V
e
dc(l + 1)− V e

dc(l)]

+ IdcV
e
dc(l + 1) (9)

where, Idc and Pdc denotes the integral and proportional gains

of DC-link PI controller.

AnotheriPI controller controlsithe error ofithe grid termi-

nalivoltage atiPCC (V e
gtv) given as:

V e
gtv(l) = V ∗

gtv(l)− Vgtv(l) (10)

where, V ∗
gtv = 340 V is the reference terminal voltage.

Theioutput of the PI controller isithe AC lossicomponent

(ϑyloss):

ϑyloss(l + 1) = ϑyloss(l) + Pac[V
e
gtv(l + 1)− V e

gtv(l)]

+ IacV
e
gtv(l + 1) (11)

where, Iac and Pac denotes the integraliand proportionaligains

of grid terminalivoltage PI controller.

D. Fundamental Component Extraction

Theiweight of the fundamentaliactive componentiof the load

current ofiphase ‘a’ is given as:

ϑxa(l + 1) = ϑxa(l) + ρxΛxa(l)e
3
xa(l)uxa(l) (12)

where, Λxa(l)=Sxa(l) (1− Sxa(l)), ϑxa(l) is theiweight of

the fundamental activeicomponent of loadicurrent ofiphase ‘a’

at the lth instant, ρx is the active step-size and exa(l) denotes

the error of the adaptiveiactive component atithe lth instant.

exa(l) = iLa(l)− uxa(l)× ϑxa(l) (13)

where, iLa(l) is theiload current ofiphase ‘a’ at the lth in-

stant. Similarly,ithe weight of fundamentaliactive components

ofiload currents ofiphase ‘b’ and ‘c’ are calculated as:

ϑxb(l + 1) = ϑxb(l) + ρxΛxb(l)e
3
xb(l)uxb(l) (14)

ϑxc(l + 1) = ϑxc(l) + ρxΛxc(l)e
3
xc(l)uxc(l) (15)

The average weight of the fundamental activeicomponent of

loadicurrent is then evaluated as:

ϑax =
(ϑxa + ϑxb + ϑxc)

3
(16)

The weight of the fundamental reactive component of the

load current of phase ‘a’ is given as:

ϑya(l + 1) = ϑya(l) + ρyΛya(l)e
3
ya(l)uya(l) (17)

where, Λya(l)=Sya(l) (1− Sya(l)), ϑya(l) is theiweight of

the fundamental reactiveicomponent of loadicurrent of phase

‘a’ at the lth instant, ρy is the reactive step-size and eya(l)
denotes the error of the adaptiveireactive component at the lth

instant.

eya(l) = iLa(l)− uya(l)× ϑya(l) (18)

where, iLa(l) is theiload current ofiphase ‘a’ at the lth

instant. Similarly,ithe weight of fundamentalireactive compo-

nents ofiload currents ofiphase ‘b’ and ‘c’ are calculated as:

ϑyb(l + 1) = ϑyb(l) + ρyΛyb(l)e
3
yb(l)uyb(l) (19)

ϑyc(l + 1) = ϑyc(l) + ρyΛyc(l)e
3
yc(l)uyc(l) (20)

The average weight of the fundamental reactiveicomponent of

loadicurrent is then evaluated as:

ϑay =
(ϑya + ϑyb + ϑyc)

3
(21)

E. Reference Grid Current Estimation and Gate Pulse Gen-
eration

The net fundamentaliactive powericomponent (ϑtx) and

reactiveipower component (ϑty) of reference gridicurrent is

calculatedias per a sign convention and are given as:

ϑtx = ϑax + ϑxloss − ϑpv (22)

ϑty = ϑyloss − ϑay (23)



TABLE I
SIMULATIONIPARAMETERS OF THE GRID-TIEDIPV SYSTEM

Symbol Parameter Value

Vmpp Voltageiof PV arrayiat maximum power 749.275 V

Impp Currentiof PV arrayiat maximum power 13.62 A

Pmpp PViarray maximumipower at 1000 W/m2 10.2 kW

Vdc DC-bus voltage 700 V

Lif Interfacing filter inductance 9 mH

Cdc DC-bus capacitance 2350 μF

VLL Grid line voltage 415 V

Rrf RippleiFilter Resistance 5 Ω

Crf RippleiFilter Capacitance 5 μF

Pdc Proportionaligain of DC PIiregulator 0.42

Idc Integraligain of DC PIiregulator 1.2

Pac Proportionaligain of AC PIiregulator 0.42

Iac Integraligain of AC PIiregulator 1.2

ρx Activeilearning rate 0.0002

ρy Reactiveilearning rate 0.0002

Rl, Ll Resistanceiand Inductance of the R-L load 98.6 Ω, 211.8 mH

Ts Sampling Time 6 μs

The activeireference grid current
(
i∗x(a,b,c)

)
and reac-

tiveireference grid current
(
i∗y(a,b,c)

)
are then evaluated as:

i∗x(a,b,c) = ϑtx · ux(a,b,c) (24)

i∗y(a,b,c) = ϑty · uy(a,b,c) (25)

The reference grid currents are then calculated as

i∗g(a,b,c) = i∗x(a,b,c) + i∗y(a,b,c) (26)

For switching of the VSI, a Hysteresis Controller (HC) is

used. The width of the HC is considered as 0.01 and is fed

with the error signal of current given as:

ieg(a,b,c) = i∗g(a,b,c) − ig(a,b,c) (27)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A 10 kW grid-tiediPV system is simulatediusing MAT-

LAB/Simulink. The PViarray comprises of 25 seriesiPV mod-

ules and 4 strings iniparallel. The parametersiused for simu-

lation are presented in Table I. A non-lineariload of 3.2 kW

is represented by aidiode-bridge rectifier in series with a R-L

load.

A. Performance During Variable Irradiation

The dynamic performance of the grid-tied PV system during

variable irradiation is analyzed under two conditions:

1) Irradiation change to 800 W/m2 from 1000 W/m2: The

dynamiciresponse of the PVS-UG during irradiation change

is shown in Fig. 2(a)-(b). A step-changeiin solariirradiation

(Gpv) is made to 800 W/m2 from 1000 W/m2 for the time

duration t = 0.5 s to t = 0.55 s. As irradiation drops, the

available power from the PV reduces from 10.2 kW to 8.16

kW. The active power injected to the grid (Pg) is thus reduced

from 7 kW to 4.96 kW. The grid current injected per phase

(igabc) is therefore reduced but it is at a phase difference of

180◦ with the grid phase voltage (vgabc). The inverter current

(iiabc) and PV current (Ipv) are also reduced instantly. The

DC-link voltage (Vdc) changes and settles at its set value. The

intermediate signals ϑax, ϑxloss, ϑpv and ϑtx are given in Fig.

2(b). No change is seen in ϑax, since it is the load parameter

and independent of changes in irradiation. ϑpv drops since

it depends on the irradiation (Gpv). ϑtx calculates the active

power to be exchanged by the grid. Hence, duringiirradiation

change to 800 W/m2 from 1000 W/m2, ϑtx also reduces and

the negative sign indicates power being injected to the grid.
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Fig. 2. Dynamic Response during variable irradiation (a) waveforms of grid-
tied PV system (b) PV and intermediate signals

2) Zero Irradiation: The dynamic performance of the PVS-

UG during zero irradiation (when PV power is unavailable) is

given in Fig. 2(a)-(b). At t = 0.6 s solariirradiation (Gpv)
drops to 0 W/m2 from 1000 W/m2. After step-change in

irradiation, the available powerifrom PV becomes zero. The

active power demand of the load is now met by the grid.

Thus, activeipower delivered by theigrid (Pg) is 3.2 kW. The

grid current per phase (igabc) is therefore further reduced but

is now in phase with the phase voltage of grid (vgabc) since

power is being supplied by the grid. The PV current (Ipv)
drops to zero instantly andithe DC-link voltage (Vdc) drops

and settlesiat the desiredivalue. When irradiation drops to 0
W/m2, theiVSC mitigates the injectediload harmonics. This

shows that the VSC is used effectively even during night when

PV power is unavailable. The intermediate signals ϑax, ϑxloss,

ϑpv and ϑtx are given in Fig. 2(b). No change is seen in ϑax,

since it is the load average weight component and independent

of irradiation change. ϑpv depends on Ipv , thus it falls to zero.

ϑtx calculates the active power to be exchanged by the grid.

Hence, duringiirradiationichange to 0 W/m2 from 1000 W/m2,

ϑtx changes to positive from negative value indicating power

being supplied by the grid. The trackingiperformance of the

DC Busivoltage during zero irradiation is given in Fig. 3(a).



(a) (b)

Fig. 3. DC-Busivoltage vs. reference DC-Busivoltage(a) During variable
irradiation (b) During unbalancedinonlinear load

B. Performance During Load Unbalancing
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Fig. 4. Dynamic Response during load unbalancing (a) waveforms of grid-tied
PV system (b) Phase ‘c’ load current and intermediate signals

The dynamiciperformance of the PVS-UG withiunbalanced

nonlinear load is shown in Fig. 4. At t = 0.55 s, ‘c’ phase

load is cut-off which is represented in the response of iLc.

During unbalancing of load, the load demand reduces, thus

an increment is seen in grid current (igabc) waveform as

more power gets injectedito the grid. The gridicurrents are

maintained sinusoidal, balanced and at UPF even though the

load currents are unbalanced. The DC-link voltage (Vdc) is

maintained constant at the desiredivalue. The phase ‘a’ and

‘b’ inverter current increases whereas the inverter current of

phase ‘c’ reduces. During unbalancing of load, the adaptive

component of error of phase ‘c’ (exc) becomes zero and the

weights (ϑxc, ϑax, ϑxloss and ϑtx) changes and then stabilize

to their desired value as given in Fig. 4(b). Noichange is

seen in the PV feed-forward component ϑpv , since it is

independent of load variations. The trackingiperformance of

the DC Busivoltage during unbalanced load is given in Fig.

3(b).

C. Comparative Analysis of the Proposed SLMF Control
withiConventional Control

The response of average fundamental active weight com-

ponent (ϑax) of the proposed SLMF control scheme and

Fig. 5. Response of ϑax for proposed SLMF and conventional LMF based
control

TABLE II
COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSED SLLAD CONTROL WITH

EXISTINGICONTROL

Control Algorithm
Complexity

(multiplication)

Oscillation

(in weights)

THD %

(grid current)

LMF 3N+7 High 3.7

Proposed SLMF 2N+7 Low 2.9

conventional LMF control scheme when subjectedito load

unbalancing iniphase ‘c’ is presented in Fig. 5. The proposed

SLMF based control shows less oscillations in ‘ϑax’ compared

to conventional LMF based control. The waveforms show

better accuracy and fast convergence of the proposed SLMF

based control. A comparativeistudy of the proposed SLMF

control with conventional LMF based control is provided in

Table II. The THD of compensated grid current using LMF

and SLMF control is given in Fig. 6-7. Fig. 8 shows the THD

of the load current.

Fig. 6. Grid currentiTHD using LMF control



Fig. 7. Grid currentiTHD using SLMF control

Fig. 8. THD of load current

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new SLMF based control scheme for a grid-

tied PV system is proposed. The proposed control scheme

mitigates the injected load harmonics thereby improving the

power quality during during dynamiciconditions suchias load

unbalancing and variable irradiation. The performance of the

proposed control scheme is validated in simulation using MAT-

LAB/Simulink. The response of the grid-tied PV system was

found to be better than itsiconventional counterpartiin terms of

improved robustness during dynamic conditions, faster conver-

gence, less steady-state misalignment and lesser oscillation in

weights. The grid-tiediPV system operates at UPF maintaining

the grid currents balanced even during irradiation change and

load unbalancing conditions. During night (wheniPV power

is unavailable), the VSIicompensates the harmonics of load.

Thus, VSI is used effectively even during unavailability of PV

power. The improvement in PQ is seen in terms of lower THD

which is well within the IEEE-519 standards.
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